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Market Selection and Asymmetric Information 

by 


George J. Mailath and Alvaro Sandroni 


1. Introduction 

A wide-spread concept in economics is the idea that agents will benefit from 
superior information and, therefore, informed agents will drive uninformed agents 
out of the market. Another idea is that agents with better beliefs will drive agents 
with worse beliefs out of the market. For example, in support of the efficient
markets hypothesis, Cootner [5] (see also Alehian [1] and Friedman [12]) makes 
the following statement: 

"Given the uncertainty of the real world, the many actual and virtual investors 
will have many, perhaps equally many, forecasts ... If any group of investors was 
consistently better than average in forecasting stock prices, they would accumu
late wealth and give their forecasts greater and greater weight .. .If this process 
worked well enough, the present price would reflect the best information about 
the future ... " 1 

In the quote above, good beliefs and good information seem to be similar con
cepts. However, in a dynamic model, heterogeneity of information has different 
implications from heterogeneity of beliefs. For example, if agent 1 is informed 
that event a has probability 0.3 and agent 2 is not informed, then prices may 
reveal this information to agent 2 when agent 1 has significant wealth, but not 
if 1 has small wealth because then prices will not be significantly affected by 1 's 
decisions. So, agent 1 's accumulation of wealth based on superior information 
may limit 1 's future ability to profit from superior information. On the other 
hand, if agent 1 believes correctly that the probability of a is 0.3 and agent 2 
believes that it is 0.5 then agent 1 may tend to accumulate more wealth than 
agent 2, regardless of agent 1's relative wealth. 

The literature on survival has concentrated on the question of whether agents 
with correct beliefs will drive agents with incorrect beliefs out of the market and on 
the more general question of whether rational agents will drive irrational agents 
out of the market.2 In this paper, we develop a dynamic general equilibrium 
model with heterogeneous agents and asymmetric information. Agents are fully 

lCootner [5, p. 80], quoted in Figlewski [lOJ. 
2See Blume and Easley [2J and [3], De Long, Shleifer, Summers and Waldman [6, 7,8], Shleifer 

and Summers [18], Palomino [15], and Sandroni [17]. 
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rational. Their beliefs are correct and they learn from prices. However, agents 
differ in their methods of gathering information. 

Agents trade based on their private information and on the information re
vealed by prices. After trade takes place, payoff relevant states of nature are 
revealed. Then, the wealth distribution adjusts which, in turn, changes prices 
and the information revealed by them. Next period, trade takes place based on 
new private information and on new information revealed by new prices. After 
many periods, some agents may become wealthy while others may become poor. 
Agents who eventually have no wealth also have no impact on prices (do not sur
vive). In the long run, prices will not reflect the (potentially relevant) information 
gathered by these agents. Our main objective is to determine which methods of 
gathering information are conducive to survival in the market.3 

1.1. Informal description of the model 

We consider a dynamic asset pricing model with long-lived agents, long-lived 
trees, as in Lucas' [13] model, and a risk-free asset in zero supply. Each tree 
pays a dividend that is either high or low. There is a signal about next period's 
dividend. The probability of high dividends is high when the signal is good and 
low when the signal is bad. The informativeness of the signal is increasing in a 
parameter, x. Each period, agents decide how much to consume, how much to 
save, and how to allocate their savings among the assets. All agents maximize 
expected discounted logarithmic utility. 

There are 3 types of rational agents. Their beliefs are based on all the in
formation available, which includes the information revealed by share prices and 
interest rates. In each period, the signal is revealed to a subset of agents in one 
of four possible scenarios. In scenario 81, the signal is observed only by agent 1. 
In scenario 812, the signal is observed only by agents 1 and 2. In scenario 823, the 
signal is observed only by agents 2 and 3. In scenario 83, the signal is observed 
only by agent 3. By assumption, agent 2 never obtains information exclusively. 
The probability distribution over the information scenarios is constant over time. 

An additional agent, agent 4, is a noise trader whose belief is random in 
every period. The noise trader is introduced to ensure that the inference problem 
of the rational agents is non-trivial. The noise trader would eventually vanish 
if he received no other endowment, except for his initial shares. Then, prices 
would fully reveal all private information, and trade among rational agents would 
eventually stop. We avoid this uninteresting case by assuming that the noise 

3Figlewski [10] is an early study of the related question of how wealth reallocations affect 
information aggregation through prices. 
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trader moves trees in and out of the economy keeping a constant fraction z of the 
aggregate wealth. We refer to z as the level of noise in the economy. 

1.2. Informal description of the results 

We say that agent j vanishes if agent j's relative wealth converges to zero as time 
goes to infinity. We also say that agent j survives if agent j does not vanish and 
that an agent dominates the economy if all other rational agents vanish. Any 
agent who vanishes has no long run effect on share prices and interest rates. 

The survival of the rational agents depends on x and z. We divide these 
parameters into three cases. Given z, the signals can be weakly informative (x 
small), at an intermediary level, or strongly informative (x large). In particular, 
when x is close to one, the signals become an almost perfect predictor of next 
period's dividends. Alternatively, given x, the level of noise can be low (z small), 
intermediary, or high (z large). 

For low levels of noise or, alternatively, for strongly informative signals, prices 
will eventually be fully revealing and all agents survive. 

For intermediary levels of noise and informativeness of the signals, assume 
that the probability of 823 is zero and the probability of 81 is strictly positive. So, 
when agent 2 observes the signal so does agent 1, but not conversely (under this 
assumption, we say that agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to 
agent l's method). Then, agents 1 and 3 survive and agent 2 vanishes if and only 
if agent 3 observes the signal with strictly positive probability. In particular, 
agent 2 may vanish and agent 3 may survive, even if agent 2 observes the signal 
with arbitrarily high probability and agent 3 observes the signal with arbitrarily 
small probability. 

This result shows that pairwise comparisons between agents do not suffice to 
determine who vanishes in the economy. Agent 1 may not drive agent 2 out of the 
market even under the extreme assumption that agent 2's method of gathering 
information is inferior to agent 1 's method. The survival of agent 2 depends 
on whether or not there exists another agent who is informed when 1 is not.4 

Moreover, it also shows that the ability of obtaining exclusive information may 
ensure survival even when another agent, who is informed arbitrarily more often, 
cannot survive. 

The intuition behind these results is as follows: If the level of noise (or al
ternatively the level of informativeness of the signals) is intermediary, then there 

4This result is in contrast to the results obtained by Blume and Easley [2] and Sandroni [17]. 
For the case of exogenously specified beliefs, it is possible to make pairwise comparisons between 
agents. 
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exists a threshold w == ~ such that prices fully reveal information obtained by 
any agent with wealth above w. So, if agent 2's method of gathering information 
is inferior to agent 1 's, and these are the only two agents who obtain information, 
then the wealth of agent 1 is eventually above w, prices become fully revealing, 
and all agents survive. However, if agent l's wealth is above w, and agent 3 
also collects information, then agent 3 also infers the signal from prices when 1 
informed. However, with strictly positive probability, agent 1 cannot infer the 
signal from prices when 3 is informed because it can be shown that agent 3's 
wealth is below w. Hence, agent l's wealth tends to go down when it is above 
W. SO, infinitely often, the wealth of agent 1 is below w. At this point, with 
strictly positive probability, agent 2 cannot infer the signal from prices when 1 
is informed. Since agent 1 is informed when 2 is informed, there is a persistent 
tendency for the wealth of agent 2 (relative to the wealth of agent 1) to go down 
and, hence, agent 2 vanishes. On the other hand, agent 3 must survive. Oth
erwise, given that agent 2 vanishes, the wealth of agent 1 would eventually stay 
above w. Analogously, agent 1 must survive. If not, the wealth of agent 3 would 
eventually stay above w, and the same argument applies. 

The results are very different when the level of noise is high (or, alternatively, 
when the signals are weakly informative). In this case, we show that an agent 
k vanishes when there is agent j who observes the signal sufficiently more often 
than k does (excluding the scenarios in which both agents are informed or both 
uninformed).5 

In contrast with the case of intermediary level of noise, when the level of 
noise is high, survival is assured by being informed frequently. For example, 
agent 3 vanishes when 3 is informed sufficiently less often than another agent 
even if agent 3 is informed exclusively. So, in the long run, prices may not 
reveal available information because the agent who obtains it vanishes from the 
economy. Moreover, regardless of the chances that agent 3 is informed, agent 
2 vanishes if agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to agent l's 
method (because then 2 is informed infinitely less often that 1). However, if agent 
2 is informed sufficiently more often than the other agents, then agent 2, who is 
never informed exclusively, dominates the economy, while agents 1 and 3, who 
are informed exclusively, vanish.6 That is, agent 2 vanishes if a single agent is 
informed whenever 2 is informed, but agent 2 may dominate the economy when 
different agents are informed whenever 2 is informed. 

The intuition behind this result is simply that if the level of noise is high 

5The threshold depends on x and z. 
6This is reminiscent of the example of Dekel and Scotchmer [9], who show, in an evolutionary 

context, that nonoptimizing behavior can survive as long as it does better than average. 
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(or, alternatively, if the signals are weakly informative) then prices do not reveal 
the signal, with positive probability, in all scenarios, even if the wealth of the 
informed agents is high. So, the relative wealth of agent k over agent j tends to 
go up when k is informed and j is uninformed and, conversely, tends to down 
when k is uninformed and j is informed. The overall effect depends upon the 
probability that k is informed and j uninformed and the probability that k is 
uninformed and j informed. 

If the signal is uninformative (x is small), then the forecasts of informed and 
uninformed agents are similar. We show that if agent k is informed slightly 
less often agent j, then agent k vanishes, provided that x is small enough, but 
strictly positive. This result is similar to what would be obtained in the case of 
differences in beliefs. If an agent has correct beliefs, then an agent with incorrect, 
but arbitrarily close to the truth, beliefs will be driven out of the market (see 
Blume and Easley [2] and Sandroni [17]). The intuition behind this result is 
that if x is small (or z is high) then the prices do not reveal much information 
and it is the price revelation mechanism that increases the chances of survival of 
uninformed agents. So, any agent who is informed less frequently than another 
does not survive when x is small. This is not necessarily true when x is high 
because then prices are likely to reveal information, nor is it true when x is zero 
because then the signals reveal no information and the forecasts of informed and 
uninformed agents are identical. 

2. The Model 

We study a discrete-time infinite-horizon model. There are four types oflong-lived 
agents, long-lived trees, a risk-free asset in zero supply, and a single consumption 
good. There is a good state of nature, h, in which each tree gives dh units of the 
consumption good (the high dividend) and a bad state of nature, l, in which each 
tree gives dl < dh units of consumption (the low dividend). The risk-free asset is 
denominated in units of the consumption good. 

At each point in time, either a good signal, g, or a bad signal, b, is observed 
by some of the agents. If the signal 9 is observed, then state h occurs next 

period with probability rf1 == 0.5(1 + x), where x E (0,1). If the signal b is 
observed, then state h occurs next period with probability pb == 0.5(1 x). These 
probabilities are fixed and, hence, do not depend on current or past outcomes of 
the economy. We also assume that the good and bad signals occur with equal 
probability independently of any current or past outcome. This implies that the 
unconditional probability of a high dividend is 0.5. The absolute value of the 
difference between the conditional (on the signal) and unconditional probability 
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of high dividends is x/2. We refer to the parameter x as the informativeness of 
the signals.7 

There are three types of rational agents; we denote their collection by A {I, 
2, 3}. There are four possible information scenarios; we denote their collection by 
e == {SI, S12, S23, S3}. These scenarios determine which types of agents observe 
the signaL The signal is observed by only the type 1 agent in scenario Sl, by only 
types 1 and 2 agents in scenario S12, by only types 2 and 3 agents in scenario 
S23, and by only the type 3 agent in scenario 83.8 The realized scenario is public 
information. The probabilities of the scenarios are fixed and given by ak, 8k E e. 
Clearly, L: ak = 1, although our results still hold if there are scenarios in which 

skE8 

all or no agents observe the signal. 
By assumption, agent 2 never observes the signal exclusively. Agent 1 (3) 

sometimes observes the signal exclusively if a1 > 0 (a3 > 0). 
We are interested in rational-expectations equilibria in which prices may not 

fully reveal the private information of traders. So, as usual, we introduce a noise 
trader. Agent 4, the noise trader, in period t assigns probability pf to the event of 
high dividends in period t +1. We assume pf is a random variable independent of 
any other random variable in the economy, and uniformly distributed over (0,1). 
We will need to make an assumption on asset holdings to guarantee that the noise 
trader is not eliminated from the market. The role of the noise trader is simply 
to make the inference problem nontrivial. We will not be conducting any welfare 
or efficiency analysis. 

Let,E = {h,l} x {g,b} x e x (0,1) be the set of combinations of states of 
nature, signals about next period's state of nature, information scenarios, and 
the noise trader's probabilities of next period's state of nature. 

Let N be the set of natural numbers, and N+ == N U {o}. The set of all 
t-histories is denoted ,Et, for tEN U {oo}. Let 8'0 C ... 8't C ... c 8' be the 
filtration on ,Eoo, where 8'0 is the trivial a-algebra, 8't is the algebra generated by 
all t-histories, and 8' is the a-algebra generated by the algebra 8'0 == UtEN+ 8't. 
Let {8'f, t E N+ U {oo}} be the subfiltration of {~t, t E N+ U {oo}} which dif
ferentiates only the states of nature hand 1. 

Let dt be the 8'f-measurable random variable representing dividends per tree 
at period t. That is, dt = dh (dl ) if state h (1) occurs in period t. Share prices 
and interest rates are given by the 8't-measurable random variables Pt and it, 

7This terminology reflects the fact that when x is dose to one then the signals are almost 
perfect predictors for dividends next period. On the other hand, if x dose to zero, then rational 
predictions that take into account the signals are similar to those that ignore them. 

8We treat each type of agent as a single agent for grammatical simplicity. Since each agent is 
a price taker, this is equivalent to a model in which there is a continuum of agents of each type. 
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respectively. Share prices and interest rates are not necessarily fully revealing be
cause these random variables may also be measurable according to subfiltrations 
of {~t, t E N+ U {oo}}. In particular, let {~, t E N+ U {oo}}, j E A, be the 
subfiltrations of {~t, t E N+ U {ooH representing information available to agent 
j (including information revealed by share prices and interest rates). We also 
define ~i == ~t and ~-l == ~o. 

Agents j E A are born with k~l trees, as in Lucas' [13] model, and receive 
no other endowments. Agent 4 is born with k~1 trees and may receive more (or, 
in unusual circumstances, lose) trees in the future. Agent j E A U {4} enters 
period t with share holdings kLl and bond holdings at-I- For j E A, agent 

j's wealth, wi, is the market value of j's assets before consumption and trade 
takes place, Le., wi == (Pt + dt)kLl + bLl' In each period, before consumption 
and trade take place, but after share prices and interest rates are observed, the 
noise trader's share holdings are adjusted so that he has a constant fraction 
Z E (0,1) of aggregate wealth. Denoting k£t-l for agent 4's share holdings after 
this adjustment, we have wt == (Pt +dt)k£ t~l +b£-l' The aggregate wealth in the 
economy is given by Wt == (Pt + dt)Kt , ~here Kt kLl + kF-l + kr_l + k£t-l 
is the ~t-measurable random variable which measures the (real) number of t;ees 
available in the economy at period tEN+. At the end of each period, agents 
consume and obtain new shares and bond holdings. Agent j's consumption, share 
holdings and bond holdings, at period t, are given by the ~-measurable functions 
C1, k1, and at, respectively. 

Agent j's fraction of the aggregate wealth, held at period t, is given by 
at == w1 /Wt • We refer to 0:1 as agent j's relative wealth or wealth share. By 
assumption, k£t_l solves ai = z.9 This assumption ensures that the noise trader 
will not be dri~en out of the economy. We refer to z as the level of noise in the 
economy. 

When the market opens in period t, agent j observes the scenario, the signal if 
the scenario requires, current dividends dt, and prices (Pt, it). The agent's choice 
of (C1, kt, at) satisfies the appropriate period t budget constraint, 

C1 + Ptkt + (at/it) = (Pt + ddkt-l + at-I' for j E A, 

or 
ci +Ptkt + (bt!it ) = (Pt + dt)k£,t-l + btl' 

as well as C1 ~ 0 and w1 ~ O. The latter restriction is the familiar restriction 
ruling out default. 

9Thus, kt,t-l = z (M-l + / (1 - z) - bt_t! ((Pt + dt ) (1 z)). 
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Markets clear if 

ci + c; + c~ + ci = dtKt, (1) 

bi + b; + b~ + bi = 0, and (2) 

ki + k; + kt + kt = K (3)t · 

Let P and pj be the probability measures on (L;OO,~) representing the true 
probability measure and agent j's belief about outcomes of the economy. Agents 
1, 2, and 3 are rational and, therefore, pj = P, j EA. 

In period t, agent j's expected discounted utility function is given by 

where f3 < 1 is the discount factor and £j is the expectation operator associated 
with agent j's belief pj. 

In equilibrium, agents maximize expected discounted utility subject to the 
sequence of budget constraints, and markets clear in every period. 

2.1. Comments on some of the assumptions 

We have assumed that all agents in our model have logarithmic utility functions. 
It is an open (and, we believe, hard) question whether or not our results generalize 
when agents have more general preferences. The intuition behind some of our 
results may still hold in more general settings. However, at present, we caution 
the reader to see these results as examples rather than a general theory. 

The assumption that agents have a logarithmic utility function allows for 
explicit solution of the model. It also simplifies the comparison of our results with 
previous results regarding the survival of agents with incorrect beliefs because, 
as shown by Blume and Easley [2], agents with incorrect beliefs accumulate less 
wealth than agents with correct beliefs, even if markets are incomplete. Agents 
with incorrect beliefs would be driven out of the market by agents with correct 
beliefs, for all parameter values. 

The noise trader does not expect the asset reallocations that occur each pe
riod, when maximizing his utility. This assumption simplifies the analysis, since 
the noise trader's behavior has the same parametric form as the other traders 
in our economy. As mentioned above, we introduce noise traders to make the 
inference problem non-trivial. The additional assumption that the level of noise 
z is constant simplifies the exposition of the results, but is not necessary. Our 
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main results depend on the size of the level of noise. The cutoff points depend 
only on the exogenous variable x and not on endogenous variables. 

Many of our results do not rely on the specific types of agents and scenarios 
assumed in this model. lO However, they simplify the exposition and suffice for 
most of our applications. 

3. Rational Expectations Equilibria 

In this section we begin the description of the rational expectations equilibria of 
our economy. The gross return of a share of a tree, <.Ptl in period t is given by 

<.Pt == Pt + dt 

Pt-l 

We refer to <.Pt as the market return (of a tree). 
Agent j's savings ratio at period t is given by 

This ration describes gross savings behavior, rather than current (or net) savings, 
since 81 is the market value of agent j's assets after consumption takes place 
divided by the market value of agent j's assets before consumption takes place 
(it does not describe additions to current asset holdings). 

The fraction of agent j's savings allocated to the risk-free asset, <Pi, and to 
tree's shares, 1 <Pi, are defined by 

v1 == (1 

We refer to v1 as agent j's portfolio. Define rt+1 (<.Pt+1,it ). It is well known 
that agents with log utility optimally save a constant fraction of their wealth. 
This constant is equal to their discount factor. Moreover, they optimally choose 
a portfolio according to a simple myopic rule. We state this as Lemma 1.11 

lOIn particular, Propositions 4 and 5 could be eaSily extended to a model with finitely many 
agents with different methods of gathering information. 

11 Lemma 1 also applies to the noise trader because of our assumption that he does not expect 
the asset reallocations. This ensures that his prediction of the evolution of his wealth has the 
mutliplicative structure needed. The realized evolution of his wealth is not multiplicative. 
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Lemma 1. The optimal savings ratio ofagent j is 81* = (3. The optimal portfolio 
of agent j in period t, v1,*, solves 

max£i {log ( v1,. rtH) I~} ,
'-1 

which implies the first order condition 

Proof - See Sandroni [16, proof of Lemma 1J. 

In period t agents know the interest rate it, so the only relevant uncertainty 
in determining optimal portfolios concerns <.PH1 . Since agents differ in their 
information, it is possible that the market return of trees depends upon the 
distribution of wealth. This then raises the possibility that the noise trader's 
wealth adjustment (which keeps his wealth share at z) influences <.PtH. In that 
case, an informed agent, when maximizing the log of next period's wealth, would 
need a belief over the adjustment and how it influences <.PtH. Fortunately, this 
is not the case in this economy because the equilibrium determination of <.PtH is 
particularly simple. 

By Lemma 1, in equilibrium, cl (1 (3)wf. The requirement that the mar
ket for current consumption clear, (1), then implies dtKt = (1 - (3) (Pt + dt) K t . 

Hence, in equilibrium, 

fit (4) 

and so 

(5) 

Share prices fit thus depend only on current dividends and on the discount factor; 
they do not depend upon the signals. Therefore, only interest rates can reveal 
relevant information to the uninformed agents. We define 

(6) 

as the equilibrium market returns in period t + 1 when state h and when state 
l occurs, respectively. (The subscript t indicates that these two returns are 8't, 
but not 8'Hb measurable.) 
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Two assumptions playa crucial role in obtaining the simple structure on share 
prices: the utility from consumption is logarithmic and all agents have the same 
discount factor. When agents have log utilities, but differ in their discount factors, 
aggregate demand for consumption will depend upon the distribution of wealth. 

The current wealth distribution does playa role in determining the equilibrium 
interest rate within a period. However, future interest rates are not relevant in 
maximizing the log of next period's wealth. Hence, agents' optimal savings and 
portfolio decisions depend upon current interest rates, but do not depend upon 
agents' beliefs over future wealth distributions and, in particular, do not depend 
upon agents' beliefs over the noise trader's wealth adjustment. 

By Lemma 1, an agent's optimal portfolio and savings ratio do not depend 
upon his wealth. Accordingly, we can describe agents' behavior according to their 
informational characteristic: informed, uninformed, or noise trader (we say that 
agents who observe the signal are informed and those who do not are uninformed, 
regardless of what they infer from interest rates and share prices). Let vf denote 
the optimal portfolio of an agent with characteristic f = i (informed), u (unin
formed), and n (noise trader). Let pf be the probability an agent of characteristic 
f assigns in period t to a high dividend in period t + 1. That is, for f = i, u, 

P { <PHI = cI>t(h) I~f} = pf, 

and for e n, 

p4 { <PH1 cI>t(h) I~t} = pro 
Thus, p~ rf1 if the signal is good and p~ = pb if the signal is bad, and pf is 

the probability of state h conditional on interest rates. 
From the first order condition in Lemma 1, the optimal fraction of agents' 

savings allocated to the risk-free asset is, for f = i, u, and n, 

l* cI>t(h) _ l cI>t(l) )= ((1- l) (7)
<Pt - Pt (cI>t(h) _ it) Pt (it - cI>t(l)) . 

Let af be the fraction of the aggregate wealth held by agents of characteristic f, 
for f = i and u. 

Since the risk-free asset is in zero net-supply, 

<prat + <p~*a; + <pr* z O. (8) 

Substituting for <pf*, we obtain 

((1- pDa~ + (1- p~)af + (1- pr)z) cI>t(h) (p~a~ + p~af + pfz) ~t(l) 
(9)

~t(h) - it ~t ~t(l) 
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Solving for interest rates, using at + a~ + z = 1 and (6), we have 

1 f( i ..1.)i 'U n-;- = at, Pt, Pt , Pt ,LOt , 
~t 

where f(aLpLpt,pf,dt) is given by 

[ o( 01 01 )
{3dt a~ (1 pD dl + P~dh + (1 

+z ((1 pf) ~l + pfL)] . 
Denote by fb (1g) the function describing the inverse of the interest rate if 

the bad (good) signal occurs and this information is revealed to the uninformed 
agents: 

and 
fg(a~,pf,dt) == f(aLp9,p9,pf,dt). 

For completeness, we observe that, as long as the noise is not too large relative 
to the informativeness of the signal, there is a fully-revealing rational expectations 
equilibrium. 

Proposition 1. A fully-revealing rational expectations equilibrium exists if and 
only if z < xI (1 + x). 

Proof - A fully revealing rational expectations equilibrium exists if and only 
if 

fb(a~,pf,dt) > fg(a~,pf,dt) for all pf,pf E (0,1). 

Since f is decreasing in pf, this is equivalent to 

which is equivalent to 
z < xl (1 +x). 

• 
As usual, the existence of the fully-revealing equilibrium is independent of 

the wealth share of the informed agents. In principle, interest rates can reveal 
the signal even if there are no informed agents! While this extreme situation 
is ruled out by the restriction that prices cannot reveal information that agents 
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(with positive wealth share) do not have, that restriction has no force when a~ is 
positive (even if arbitrarily small). As a result, we do not take the fully-revealing 
equilibrium to be a sensible description of behavior. Our focus is on the partially
revealing equilibrium (which we describe in the next section), in which the wealth 
share of the informed agents plays a central role. As will also become clear, the 
parameter region where the fully-revealing equilibrium does not exist is of some 
interest. The partially-revealing equilibrium allows us to make some revealing 
comparisons as the level noise increases from below the critical value, xl (1 + x), 
to above it. 

4. The Partially-Revealing Rational Expectations Equilibrium 

When the wealth share of the informed agents is small, we should expect prices 
not to reveal much of the informed agents' information. Indeed, much of our 
intuition is motivated by precisely that consideration. In this section, we describe 
the partially-revealing equilibrium that is the basis of our asymptotic analysis. 
In this equilibrium, when the wealth share of the informed agents is small, prices 
do not reveal the informed agents' information with high probability (so that, in 
an expected sense, prices do not reveal much information). 

Denote by AO.5 (jg,0.5) the function describing the inverse of the interest rate 
if the bad (good) signal occurs, and the uninformed agents believe that states h 
and l have equal probability next period: 

AO.5(aLp~,dt) == f(aLpb,0.5,p~,dt) 

and 
fg,0.5(aLp~,dt) == f(aLpY,0.5,p~,dt). 

These functions are illustrated in Figure 1. 
Let pf (b) and pf (g) be the noise trader beliefs that satisfy 

fg,0.5(aLO,dt) = AO.5(aLp~(b),dt) 

and 
fg,0.5(aLp~(g),dt) = Ao.5(a;' 1,dt ). 

That is, since pY = 0.5(1 + x) and pb = 0.5(1 - x), 

n(b) x i d n( ) X iPt = - at an Pt 9 = 1 - - at· z z 

Note that 

p~(b) E (0,1) and p~(g) E (0,1) if and only if a; < ~. 
x 
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Figure 1: The equilibrium interest rate functions. The solid lines describe l/'it 
for good and bad signals. 

Define "it as follows: If the signal is good, 

~={ 
fg(aL Pt, cit), if Pt ~ Pt(g) , 

(10) 
fg,0.5(aL Pt, cit), if Pt < Pt(g) , 

and if the signal is bad, 

~={ 
/b,0.5(aL Pt, dt ), if Pt > pt(b), 

(11) 
fb(aL Pt, cit), if Pt ~ pt(b). 

Proposition 2. The pair (Pt,2t) are the share prices and interest rates in the 
partially-revealing rational expectations equilibrium. 

Proof - See Appendix. 

The equations that define "it are relatively simple. The functions fb, /b,0.5, 
Ig,0.5, and fg are linear in Pt (see Figure 1). They all have the same negative 
slope and the intercepts decrease (in the order given).12 Hence, it is easy to che('~ 

12Some simple comparative statics results follow directly from the equations defining interest 
rates. For example, not surprisingly, equilibrium interest rates it tend to be low when agents 
are patient (i.e., f3 is high), when current dividends are high, when the signal is bad or when the 
noise trader is pessimistic. 
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the condition under which interest rates are fully revealing. The noise trader 
beliefs pf(b) and pf(g) are the bounds on pf that delineate when interest rates 
do and do not reveal the signal. That is, when the signal is bad, interest rates 
fully reveal the signal if and only if the noise trader is sufficiently pessimistic 
(pf ~ pf(b)). When the signal is good, interest rates fully reveals the signal if 
and only if the noise trader is sufficiently optimistic (pf ;;:: pf(b)). 

In particular, if the relative wealth of the informed agents is greater than z/x, 
i.e., if o:~ > z/x, then, pf(b) > 1 and pf(g) < 0 and, therefore, interest rates fully 
reveal the signal, with probability one. In this particular case, l/'it !b(0:1, pf, dt) 
when the signal is bad, and l/'it = !g(O:~, pf, dt) when the signal is good. So, for 
all beliefs of the noise traders, interest rates are lower when the signal is bad than 
when the signal is good, Le., 

On the other hand, if the relative wealth of the informed agents is smaller 
than z/x, i.e., o:~ < z/x, then, pf(b) < 1 and pf(g) > O. With strictly positive 
probability, interest rates now need not reveal the signal. If the signal is bad and 
the belief ofthe noise trader, pf, is sufficiently optimistic (pf > pf(b)), then there 
exists a belief pf E (0,1) (a more pessimistic belief than pf, Le., pf ~ pf) such 
that l/'it = !b,O.5(o:Lpf,dt) = !g,o.5(o:Lpf,dt). Analogously, if the signal is good 
and the belief of the noise trader pf is sufficiently pessimistic (p? < p?(g)), then 
there exists a belief pf E (0,1) (a more optimistic belief than pf, Le., pf ;;:: pf) 
such that l/it = !g,o.5(o:L pf, dt ) = !b,O.5(o:L pf, dt ). In both cases, the uninformed 
agents will be unsure if a given interest rate is from a good signal and a pessimistic 
noise trader or a bad signal and an optimistic noise trader .13 So, if o:~ < z / x, the 
ex ante probability that the interest rate is not revealing is the probability that 
the signal is good and pf < pf(g) or that the signal is bad and pf > pf(b). In 
both cases, the probability that pf falls in the required range is l-(x/z) o:~. Since 
good and bad signals are equally likely, the ex ante probability the interest rate 
is revealing is (x/z) o:~. Note that (in contrast to the fully-revealing equilibrium), 
this probability is, for o:~ < z/x, strictly increasing in o:L converging to 0 as 
o:~ -+ 0, and converging to 1 as o:~ -+ z/x. 

Equilibrium interest rates depend on the distribution of wealth. To continue 
the description of the equilibrium, we now describe how the distribution of wealth 
evolves. We say that dividends confirm the signal in period t if either dividends 
are high in period t and the signal was good in period t 1, or dividends are 
low in period t and the signal was bad in period t - 1. Analogously, we say that 

13In this case, the probability of high dividends conditional on interest rates is 0.5 (p~ = 0.5), 
which equals the unconditional probability of high dividends (0.5). 
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dividends do not confirm the signal in period t if either dividends are high in 
period t and the signal was bad in period t 1, or dividends are low in period t 
and the signal was good in period t l. 

We also say that j has an effective informational advantage over] in period t, 
if in that period, j is informed, ] is uninformed, and interest rates do not reveal 
the signal. We will show that if in period t, agent j has an effective informational 
advantage over ], then the relative wealth of agent j over ] is increased by the 
factor (1 + x) when dividends confirm the signal, and decreased by the factor 
(1 - x) when dividends do not confirm the signal. 

More precisely, let {(t, tEN} be the sequence of independent, identically 
distributed random variables defined by 

if dividends confirm the signal in period t,(t == { log (1 +x), 

log (1 x) , if dividends do not confirm the signal in period t. 

So, (t is positive when dividends confirm the signal and negative when they do 
not. Moreover, 

~ == 6' {(tl <St-l} = 0.5 {(I - x) 10g(1 x) + (1 + x) 10g(1 +x)} > O. (12) 

The conditional expectation of (t is strictly positive, reflecting the fact that when 
the signal is good (bad) it is more (less) likely that dividends, next period, will 
be high. 

Let ~~j, j,] E A , be the <St-measurable random variable defined by 

(t, if, in period t -1, j has an effective informational advantage over ], 

~~j == -(t, if, in period t - 1, J has an effective informational advantage over j, 

0, otherwise. 

Let ail == aUaf,j,] E A, be the wealth of agent j relative to agent], in period 
t. 


Lemma 2. In equilibrium, for j,] E A, 


Proof - See Appendix. 
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Lemma 2 shows that the relative wealth of two rational agents follows a simple 
rule. If two rational agents are either informed or uninformed or if interest reveal 
the signal then there is no trade between them.14 They will choose the same 
savings and portfolios and so their relative wealth will not change. However, if 
one agent has an effective informational advantage over another then there will 
be trade between them. They will choose different portfolios and the wealth of 
the informed agent (relative to the uninformed agent) will go up if and only if 
dividends confirm the signal observed in the previous period. It is more likely 
that the relative wealth of the informed agent (relative to the uninformed agent) 
will go up than down because it is more likely that the signals will confirm the 
dividends than that they will not. 

The distribution of wealth has no effect on how much the relative wealth of two 
rational agents goes up or down when they trade (it depends only on x). However, 
it affects the probability of trade. If the wealth is concentrated in the hands of 
informed agents then interest rates tend to reveal the signal which reduces the 
probability that an agent would have an effective informational advantage over 
another. Conversely, if the wealth is concentrated in the hands of uninformed 
agents then the chances of trade among rational agents increase. 

5. Asymptotic Properties of the Equilibrium 

In this section, we define survival, and show that survival of a particular agent 
depends on how informative the signals are, the level of noise in the economy, 
and the probability of the scenarios. 

Definition 1. Agent j E A vanishes if the fraction of aggregate wealth held by 
agent j, at, converges to zero, 'P-almost surely, as t -+ 00. 

Definition 2. Agent j E A survives if the fraction of aggregate wealth held by 
agent j, ai, does not converge to zero, 'P-almost surely, as t -+ 00. 

Definition 3. Agent j E A dominates the economy if, 'P-almost surely, the frac
tion of aggregate wealth held by agent j converges to 1 - z. 

Definition 4. Agent j E A never dominates the economy if, 'P-almost surely, 
the fraction of aggregate wealth held by agent j does not converge to 1 - z. 

14We say that two rational agents trade if one is informed, the other is uniformed, and interest 
rates do not reveal the signa.l. In this case, the two agents choose different portfolios, and so 
their relative wealth is a.ffected by dividend and signal realizations. Part of the wealth gain (or 
loss) of a.n agent may be a.t the loss (or gain) of the noise trader. 
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Definition 5. The economy is never dominated by a single agent if, P-almost 
surely, there is no agent whose fraction of aggregate wealth converges to 1 - z, 
that is, for P-almost all s, there is no j E A such that ai (s) - 1 - z. 

The last definition is equivalent to the statement that P-almost surely, the 
wealth of at least two rational agents (where their identities can depend on the 
sample path) does not approach zero. 

The criteria for survival is based on relative wealth because only those agents 
with positive relative wealth have any influence on share prices and interest rates. 
In particular, if agent j were alone in the economy (with the noise trader) then 
equilibrium share prices and interest rates would be given by equations (4), (10), 
and (11), with the additional restriction that G:~ would be 1 - z if j is informed 
and zero if j is uninformed. The functions ig , ig ,O.5, AO.5, ib are continuous in 
G:~. So, if j dominates the economy then equilibrium share prices and interest 
rates eventually become close to equilibrium share prices and interest rates of the 
economy in which agent j is alone in the economy (with the noise trader). 

Definition 6. Agent 2 's method of gathering information is inferior to agent 1 's 
method if 0'1 > 0, and 0'32 = O. 

The same definition applies if we replace 1 by agent 3. By assumption, agent 
2 never observes the signal exclusively. Whenever agent 2 is informed either agent 
3 or agent 1 is also informed. If 0'32 = 0 then whenever agent 2 is informed, agent 
1 is informed. If 0'1 > 0 then agent 1 is informed alone with strictly positive 
probability. So, if agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to agent 
1 's, then agent 1 observes the signal whenever agent 2 does, but not conversely. 

It is convenient to divide the parameters z (level of noise) and x (degree of 
informativeness of the signals) into three cases. 

Case A: z < 2~x or, equivalently, x > ;::'z. In this case, we say that the level 
of noise is low and the signals are strongly informative. 

Case B: 2~x < z < l~X or, equivalently, l:'z < x < /::'z. In this case, we say 
that the level of noise and informativeness of the signals are intermediary. 

Case C: z > l~x or, equivalently, x < l:'z. In this case, we say that the 
level of noise is high and the signals are weakly informative. 

Figure 2 shows the three cases. 
In case A, there are initial endowments (k~l' k:1, k~l) such that the equilib

rium will be fully revealing with probability one and no trade among the rational 
agents will take place. This claim can be easily verified because if z < x/ (2 + x) 
then (1 - z) /2> z/x. Choose e > 0 small enough such that (1 - z - e) /2> z/x 
and (k~l' k:1, k~l) so that G:b = G:~ = and G:& = e. Then, regardless of the 
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Figure 2: The parameter regions. 

scenario, the fraction of the wealth held by informed agents satisfies ab > z/x. 
Hence, the signal is revealed to the uninformed agent, and there is no trade among 
rational agents. In the next period, the fraction of the wealth held by each agent 
will be the same as in the previous period. By induction, the fraction of the 
wealth held by each agent remains fixed. 

It can also be shown that, in case A, even if the initial endowments are such 
that trade among rational agents is possible, the relative wealth will eventually 
be such that trade (among rational agents) will stop. This follows from the 
properties of the relative wealth of rational agents (shown in Lemma 2). We do 
not make a formal demonstration of this result in this paper. Instead, we focus 
on the more interesting cases, Band C. 

In case B, interest rates mayor may not reveal the signal with probability 
one, but trade among rational agents occurs infinitely often. The maximum 
fraction of aggregate wealth that the informed agents may have is 1 - z. In case 
B, 1 z is greater than w == ~. So, when the fraction of the aggregate wealth 
held by informed agents is greater than W, interest rates are fully revealing with 
probability one. If this fraction is smaller than W, interest rates are not revealing 
with positive probability. However, either the fraction of the aggregate wealth 
held by agent 1 or the fraction of the aggregate wealth held by agent 3 is strictly 
smaller than w. Otherwise the fraction of the aggregate wealth held by agents 
1 and 3 is between 2z/x and 1 - z which implies that z ~ 2~x' Hence, there 
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is at least one scenario such that interest rates does not reveal the signal, with 
positive probability. Thus, as long as scenarios 81 and 83 occur with strictly 
positive probability (0'1 > 0 and 0'3 > 0), trade among the rational agents takes 
place infinitely often. 

In case C, interest rates do not reveal the signal, with positive probability, in 
all periods. This claim is easy to verify because the fraction of aggregate wealth 
held by informed agents is smaller (1 - z) which, in case C, is smaller than x 

Proposition 3. Assume that the level of noise and informativeness of the sig
nals is intermediary (case B). Also assume that agent 2's method of gathering 
information is inferior to agent 1 's method. Then, 

1. if 0'3 > 0 then agent 2 vanishes; 

2. if 0'3 = 0 then agent 2 survives (in fact, all agents survive). 

Proof - See Appendix. 

Proposition 3 also holds if we exchange the roles of agents 3 and 1. Proposition 
3 shows that, in case B, if agent 2 is informed whenever agent 1 is informed (and 
agent 1 may also be informed alone), then agent 2 vanishes when agent 3 is 
informed exclusively and survives otherwise. 

Proposition 3 shows that, in general, it is not possible to determine whether 
or not an agent vanishes by "pairwise comparisons between agents." That is, 
in case B, if agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to agent l's, 
then whether agent 2 vanishes or survives does not depend on, for example, how 
frequently agent 1 observes the signal when agent 2 does not (Le., the probability 
of scenario 81). It depends on whether or not there exists another agent who is 
informed when agent 1 is not informed. 

The intuition behind this result is as follows: when the relative wealth of 
agent 1 is above ill, interest rates reveal the signal with probability one in sce
narios 81 and 812, while in scenario 83 (when the relative wealth of the informed 
agent 3 is below ill) interest rates do not reveal the signal, with strictly positive 
probability. Moreover, agents 1 and 3 only trade in scenario 83 when 3 has an 
effective informational advantage over 1. Then, as demonstrated in Lemma 2, 
each time agents 1 and 3 trade, the wealth of agent 1 relative to agent 3 may go 
up or down (depending on whether dividends are confirming) but, on average, 
it will tend to go down. So, the relative wealth of agent 1 will tend to go down 
until it is below ill. At this point, with positive probability, there will be trade 
between agents 1 and 2 in scenario 81. Therefore, infinitely often, 1 will have an 
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effective informational advantage over 2. By assumption, 2 never has an effective 
informational advantage over 1. So, the wealth of agent 2 relative to agent 1 will 
tend to go down. Eventually, the wealth of agent 2 relative to agent 1 approaches 
zero. Therefore, the relative wealth of agent 2 (with respect to the aggregate 
wealth) must go to zero and agent 2 vanishes. 

On the other hand, if a3 0, agent 1 trades with the other rational agents 
only when he has an informational advantage over them. So, the relative wealth 
of agent 1 tends to go up and will eventually be above w. At this point, interest 
rates will reveal the signal, with probability one, in scenarios 81 and 812. There 
is no further trade among rational agents and all survive. 

Proposition 4. Assume that the level ofnoise and informativeness of the signals 
are intermediary (case B). Then, the economy is never dominated by a single 
agent. 

Proof - See Appendix. 

The intuition behind Proposition 4 is similar to that of Proposition 3. In case 
B, if agent j dominates the economy then, eventually, the relative wealth of j 
must be greater than w. At this point, if j is informed then interest rates reveal 
the signal, with probability one. So, agent j trades only with agents who have an 
informational advantage over j. Then, the relative wealth of agent j will tend to 
go down and, therefore, cannot converge to 1 - z. 

Corollary 1. Assume that the level of noise and informativeness of the signals 
is intermediary (case B). Also assume that agent 2's method of gathering in
formation is inferior to agent 1 's method (or agent 3 's). Then, agents 1 and 3 
survive. 

If agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to agent 1 's method 
then, by Proposition 3 , either all agents survive or agent 2 vanishes. By Propo
sition 4, at least two agents must survive. Therefore, both agents 1 and 3 survive 
independently of the probabilities that they are informed. Furthermore, agent 3 
will not eventually have arbitrarily small relative wealth even if agent 3 observes 
the signal with arbitrarily small probability, because the relative wealth of agent 
1 will be infinitely often below w. 

Assume that agents 1 and 2 are informed together with probability 1 - 2£ 
(Le., a23 = 1 - 2£). Moreover, assume that agents 1 and 3 observe the signal 
individually with probability £ (a1 = a3 = e). It follows from Propositions 3 
and 4 that agent 2 vanishes and agent 3 survives. This example shows that it 
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is possible that an agent will vanish from the economy whereas another survives 
even though the agent who survives (agent 3) observes the signal arbitrarily less 
frequently (as e approaches zero) than the agent who vanishes (agent 2). 

Let a j / k be the probability that agent j E A observes the signal and k E A does 
not observe the signal. Define ')'(x,z) == 1 - ~(1 z). In case C, ')'(x,z) E (0,1) 
because, by definition, x < l':z. 

Proposition 5. Assume that the level ofnoise is high and the signals are weakly 
informative (case C). Then, given any two agents j, k E A, 

1. if,),(x,z)aj / k > ak / j then agent k vanishes, and 

2. if ')'(x, z)ai/k < o.kfj then agent j never dominates the economy. 

Proof - See Appendix. 

In Proposition 5, we compare the frequencies that two agents are informed 
excluding the events in which they are both informed or both uninformed. Part 1 
shows that, in case C, if agent j is informed ')'(X, z) times more often than agent 
k then agent k vanishes. In particular, if agent j is informed more often than 
all other agents (by a factor of ')'(x, z)) then agent j dominates the economy, P 
almost surely. Conversely, part 2 shows that if agent j is not informed more often 
than all other agents (by a factor of ')'(x,z)) then agent j never dominates the 
economy. 

Proposition 5 is in sharp contrast to Propositions 3 and 4. When the level of 
noise is high, an agent vanishes if there is another agent who acquires information 
')'(x, z) times more often. This is not true when the level of noise is intermediary 
because an agent may survive when another agent is informed arbitrarily more 
often. Moreover, when the level of noise in intermediary, no single agent domi
nates the economy. However, if the level of noise is high, an agent who is informed 
')'(x, z) times more often than all other agents dominates the economy. 

The key difference between cases Band C is that in case B there is a threshold 
w such that if the relative wealth of an agent is above w then any information 
acquired by this agent will be fully revealed by interest rates. However, when the 
level of noise is high (signals are weakly informative) then interest rates do not 
reveal the signal, with positive probability, in any scenario. Therefore, if agent j 
is informed and k is uninformed, then, with positive probability, the agents will 
trade and so, the relative wealth of the informed agent will tend to go up. In 
the next period, the probability that agent j will have an information advantage 
over k is smaller than in the previous period if the relative wealth of j over k 
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went up. However, if j has sufficiently higher probability than k of observing the 
signal then the probability that j will have an informational advantage over k is 
still greater than the chances that k will have an informational advantage over 
j. In particular, agent k vanishes if agent j is informed sufficiently more often 
than agent k, and agent j can only dominate the economy by being informed 
sufficiently more often than any other agent. 

Corollary 2. Assume that the level of noise is high and the signals are weakly 
informative (case G). Also assume that agent 2 's method ofgathering information 
is inferior to agent 1 's method. Then, 

1. 	 agent 2 vanishes, 

2. 	 if 'Y(x, Z)(UI + (12) > U3 then agent 3 vanishes and agent 1 dominates the 
economy, and 

3. 	 if'Y(x,z)(u1 + (12) < U3 then agent 3 survives. 

Proof - If agent 2's method of gathering information is inferior to agent 1 's 
method, then 

2 1'Y(X, z)u1/2 > u / = O. 

By Proposition 5, agent 2 vanishes. 
Since U23 0, 

I 3 	 I
U	 / = U1 + U12 and u3

/ = U3, 

and the rest follows from Proposition 5: If agent 3 vanishes, then since agent 
2 also vanishes, agent 1 dominates the economy. On the other hand, if agent 1 
never dominates the economy and agent 2 vanishes, agent 3 survives. 

• 
Corollary 2 shows that, when the level of noise is high, if agent 2's method of 

gathering information is inferior to agent 1 's method then agent 2 vanishes. This 
holds true even if agent 3 is never informed (as opposed to the case of intermediary 
level of noise). Moreover, Corollary 2 also shows that, when the level of noise 
is high, agent 3 does not necessarily survive. It is necessary and sufficient that 
agent 3 is informed sufficiently often. 

We have shown that if agent 1 is always informed when agent 2 is informed 
(but not conversely), then agent 2 vanishes. The next corollary shows that this 
result changes dramatically when it is assumed that agent 2, while never informed 
exclusively, has a method of gathering information that is not inferior to any other 
agent's. 
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Corollary 3. Assume that the level of noise is high and the signals are weakly 
informative (case C). If')'(x,z)0"23 > 0"1 and ')'(X,Z)0"12 > 0"3 then agent 2 domi
nates the economy. 

Corollary 3 shows that, in case C, agent 2 dominates the economy whenever 
agent 2 is informed sufficiently more often than agents 1 and 3. Agent 2 is 
informed either with agent 3 or with agent 1, but never exclusively. Therefore, 
if agent 2 is informed sometimes with agent 3 and sometimes with agent 1, then 
agent 2 may dominate the economy (and agents 1 and 3 may vanish). This 
corollary shows that the ability to obtain exclusive information is not necessary 
for survival or for market dominance. 

When the signals become less informative (or when the level of noise increases) 
we move from region A, where all agents survive, to region B, where at least 
two agents survive, to region C, where perhaps only one agent will survive. In 
this sense, survival seems to become "more difficult" when the signal become 
less informative or when the noise level increases. Accordingly, the critical factor 
')'(x, z) is increasing in z and decreasing in x. So, in region C, it is "more difficult" 
for infrequently informed agents to survive when the signals are weak or when the 
level of noise is high. This result is intuitive because uninformed agents obtain 
information from prices. When the signals are weak (or when the level of noise 
is high) then prices tend not to reveal information. This increases the likelihood 
that informed agents have effective advantage over uninformed agents. 

Assume that there is no noise in the economy (z = 0). Then, as in the 
Milgrom-Stokey [14] no-trade theorem, interest rates reveal the signal, trade 
among rational agents eventually stops, and all agents survive. By contrast, 
assume that the level of noise is high (z close to one). Then, ')'(x, z) is close to 
one and, therefore, by Proposition 5, any agent who acquires information less 
frequently than another vanishes. 

It is interesting to notice, however, that the same results applies if the signals 
are not very informative (x is close to zero). Then, ')'(x,z) is also close to one 
and again by Proposition 5, any agent who acquires information less frequently 
than another vanishes. 

Notice that if x is close to zero then the beliefs of informed and uninformed 
agents are similar. So, the information advantage itself may be small, but it 
persists because prices tend not to not reveal information. 

Consider the following example: Assume that, for e > 0, 

0"23 = 0"12 = 0.25 + e and 0"1 = 0"3 = 0.25 - e. 

That is, agent 2 is informed slightly more often than 1 and 3. However, 

')'(x,z) ---+ 1 as x ---+ O. 
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So, there exists x small enough such that 

,),(X,Z)0"23 > 0"1 and ')'(x,z)O"12 > 0"3. 

By Corollary 3, agent 2 dominates the economy. This example shows that for 
any level of noise z, if agents 1 and 3 acquire information arbitrarily less often 
that agent 2 then there exists x small enough such that agent 2 dominates the 
economy. However, when x = 0 then the signals reveal no information because 
the probability of high dividends do not change with the signals. Therefore, there 
is no trade between rational agents and all survive. 

1£ the signals are not very informative (x is small) then, with small amounts 
of noise, the economy will be far from environments covered by the no-trade 
theorem. Speculative trade persists and agents will permanently gain from private 
information. 1£ the signals become more informative (x increases) then it takes 
more noise to achieve the same results (Le., to reach the same ')'). 

A. Appendix 

A.1. Proof of Proposition 2 

By construction, we just need to check the consistency of the probabilities of the 
states of nature with the beliefs of the uninformed agents. 

Assume that the signal is good and pf > pf(g). Then, 1/Zt is smaller than 
fg (aL pf(g), dt) because fg is a decreasing function of pf. However, the lowest 
value that 1/Zt can assume if the signal is bad is /b,o.5(aL 1, dt). But, by definition, 
/b,o.5(aL 1,dt) is equal to fg,o.5(aLpf(g),dt), and fg,o.5(aLpf(g),dt) is greater 
than fg(a~,pf(g),dt). Hence, 1/11- is smaller than the lowest value that 1/Zt can 
assume if the signal were bad. Thus, the uninformed agents know that the signal 
is good. This is consistent with the definition of fg. 

Similarly, if the signal is bad and pf < pf(b), then again the interest rate is 
fully revealing. 

Assume now that the signal is good and 0 < pf < pf(g). Then, 

! = fg,o.5(aLpf,dt). 
'tt 

Let pf be such that /b,o.5(aLpf,dt) = fg,o.5(aLpf,dt). Clearly, pf ~ 1 because 

/b,o.5(a:,pf,dt) = fg,o.5(a:,pf,dt ) ~ fg,o.5(a~,pf(g),dt} = fb,o.5(aL 1,dt ). 

Moreover, pf ~ pf(b) because 

/b,o.5(aLpf,dt) = f9,o.5(aLp~,dt) ~ fg,o.5(atO,dt) /b,o.5(a~,p~(b),dt). 
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So, uninformed agents do not know if the signal is good and the noise trader 
has belief pf or if the signal is bad and the noise trader has belief p~. Note, 
however, that the unconditional probability that the signal is good or bad are 
identical. Moreover, the probability that the inverse of the interest rates is in an 
interval 

[Jg,0.5(aLp~,dt) -y, fg,0.5(a~,p~,dt) +y] 

conditional that the signal is good is equal to 2ydldh/ [fJdtZ(dh - dl)] (for small 
y > 0), and the probability that the inverse of the interest rates is in an interval 

[/b,0.5(a~, p~, dt) - y, fb,0.5(a~, p~, dt) + Y] 

conditional that the signal is bad is also equal to 2ydldh/ [fJdtz(dh - dl)] (again, 
for small y > 0). By Bayes' rule, the probability that the signal is bad (and 
the probability the signal is good) conditional on interest rates is equal to 0.5. 
Hence, the uninformed agents believe that the state h will occur next period with 
probability 

0.5pb + 0.5pY = 0.5(0.5 + x/2) + 0.5(0.5 - x/2) = 0.5. 

This is consistent with the definition of f g,0.5' 
An analogous argument applies for the case when the signal is bad and pf(b) < 

pf < 1. 

• 
A.2. Proof of Lemma 2 

By definition, 

10ga1L = 10ga1J + log (v~rt+I) . 
vt rHI 

Therefore, if j has an effective informational advantage over 3, 

log ail = log cJJ+ log (v;rt +1 ) , 
HI t vUr 

t HI 

while if 3has an effective informational advantage over j, 

log a1L = log a1J log (vlrH1 
) . 

vt rt+1 
Otherwise, 

log a1L = log a1J. 
The result now follows from the following: 
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----------------------

Lemma A.L Assume that pf = ! (i.e., interest rates do not reveal the signal), 
then 

Proof - By Lemma 1, 

(A.l) 

Similarly, when dividends at t + 1 are low, 

If pf = 0.5, then, when dividends at t + 1 are high, 

log (V!rt+l) = log ( p~ ) ,vt rt+1 0.5 

and when dividends at t + 1 are low, 

( v~rt+1)_l ((1 pD)1og u - og .Vtrt+1 0.5 

By definition, p~ = 0.5(1 + x) if the signal, in period t, is good and p~ 0.5(1- x) 
if the signal, in period t, is bad. Therefore, if dividends confirm the signal in 
period t + 1, 

log (V!rt+l) = log (1 + x) ,vtrt+l 
15It is worth noting here p~ P{dt = dhlSJ<t}. 
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while if dividends do not confirm the signal in period t + 1, 

log (v!rt+l) = log (1 - x) . 
v t rt+l 

• 
A.3. Proof of Proposition 3 

We first need a series of intermediate results: 

Lemma A.2. Assume that agent 2's method ofgathering information is inferior 
to agent L Then, the ratio oVa; converges P-almost surely. Moreover, the limit 
is finite. 

Proof - By Lemma 1, if agent 1 is informed then 

and so 

£. h it I} £. {cI>Hlh I } -<Jt 1~t = 7rt . { V t rt+1 v t rHl 

Hence, given any portfolio v = (1 - rp,rp), 

£.{ ~:t+l l~t}=(1-rp)£.{ ~t+l I~t}+rp£.{ hit l~t}=7ri.
vt rt+l vt rt+l vt rt+l 

Since v = v;* is one feasible choice for v, 7r1 = 1. Then, by setting v = vt*, we 
also have 

£. { vt*rt+l I~ } - 1h t - . 
v t rt+l 

If agent 1 is not informed, then agent 2 is also not informed. In this case, 
vt* = v;*. Hence, the equation above always holds. 

However, oVa; = rr~':}l (v~*rT+dv~*rT+l)' and so 

a~+1/a;+l = (at/on (v~*rt+1/vi*rt+l) . 

Hence, 

£. { a~+1 I<Jt } = a~ . 
at+l at 

Thus, {at/a1} is a positive martingale and, hence, converges P-almost surely . 

• 
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Lemma A.3. Let {'!9t } be a sequence of independent random variables that only 
assume the values 0 and 1, and satisfy P('!9t+1 = 1) = q > O. Let {cPt} be a se
quence of (possibly dependent) random variables that also only assume the values 
oand 1, with cPt independent of '!9t for all t. Define A == {cPt = 1 infinitely often} 
and B == {cPt'!9t = 1 infinitely often} . Then, 

PCB) = peA). 

Proof - If peA) = 0 then PCB) = 0 because B C A. If peA) > 0 then 
PCB) = P(B IA).P(A). However, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, P(B IA) = 1.

• 
Lemma A.4. Let {Zt} be a sequence of uniformly bounded random variables 
such that for every t ~ 1 and l ~ 1, f, (zt+d!;St) = O. Then, 

1 n 

lim - '" Zt = 0 P-a.s. 
n .......oon ~ 


t=l 

Proof - The random variables {Zt} are uncorrelated because for every t ~ 1 
and l ~ 1, 

and 
f, (ztZHI) = f, (f, (ztzt+Li!;St)) = f, (ztf, (zt+L!<St)) = o. 

Thus, cOV(ZtZt+I) = O. The conclusion follows from the law of large numbers for 
uncorrelated random variables (see Chung [4, Thm 5.1.2J). 

• 
Lemma A.5. Assume that agent 2 's method of gathering information is inferior 
to agent 1 'so Suppose (II > O. Assume that either the level of noise and infor
mativeness of the signals is intermediary (case B) and (13 > 0 or assume that 
the level of noise is high and the signals are weakly informative (case C). Then, 
interest rates do not reveal the signal in scenario 81, infinitely often, P-almost 
surely. 

Proof - In case C, interest rates do not reveal the signal in scenario 81 

infinitely often, because interest rates are not revealing, in any scenario, with 
probability bounded away from zero. 
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Consider now case Band (13 > O. We will show that the wealth of agent 1 
is below ; infinitely often and, therefore, by Lemma A.3, interest rates will not 
reveal the signal in scenario 81, infinitely often. 

Let D E ~ be the set of outcomes such that, at most finitely many times, 
interest rates do not reveal the signal in scenario 81. Assume, by contradiction, 
that P(D) > O. Let Dt E ~ be the set of outcomes such that interest rates always 
reveal the signal, in scenario 81, from period t on. Clearly, Dt C D and there 
exists f such that P(DiJ > O. 

Define 

- . af
2

( 8) Z k - _u z 
k == mm -- ,e: ==. ---- > 0, and a ==. 1- z - (- - e:) > O. 

sED:;, al(8) x2+k x 

Let ph E (0,1) and (Il E (0,1) be given by 

-h x(p ==.- 1-z 
z 

Let {)t be the sequence of random variables defined by 

1, if in period t the scenario is 81, and either 
{) = the signal is good and pr ~ (Il, or 

t the signal is bad and pr ~ ph,{ 
0, otherwise. 

Let E E ~ be the set of outcomes such that {)t equals 1 and a; ~ i - e: at 
most finitely many times. 

Interest rates do not reveal the signal in scenario 81 when a; ~; e:, and 
either the good signal and pr ~ (Il occurs or the bad signal and pr ~ ph occurs. 
Hence, DeE. 

Let 4>i be the sequence of random variables defined by 

4>1 = {1, if a; ~ i - e:, 
t 0, otherwise. . 

Let F E SS be the set of outcomes such that a; ~ ; - e: occurs finitely often. By 
Lemma A.3, P(F) = peE), and since FeE, P(D n F) = P(D n E) = P(D). 
Hence, P(D[ n F) > O. 

The portfolios of agents 1 and 2 differ only in scenario 81, and then only 
when interest rates do not reveal the signal. Hence, for every 8 E D[, ai/a;
a1 (8) / af (8) for t 2: f. Moreover, by the definition of e:, for every 8 E D[, if 
aj(8) ~ i - e: then aj{s) + af(s) ~ ; + e:. 
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Consider a path s E Dr n F. There exists t(s) such that if t ~ max{t, t(s)}, 
then at + ar ~ i + c. Hence, since z2:: 

ar(s):::; 1-z- (;+c) ~; -c. 
Let H be the set of outcomes in which scenario S3 and, either the good sig

nal and Pi: ~ Jf', or, the bad signal and Pi: ~ pb 1 occurs with strictly positive 
frequency. By the law of large numbers, P(H) = 1. Hence, 

P(Drn Fn H) > O. 

Interest rates are not revealing if scenario S3 occurs, ar ~ i - c, and either 
the good signal and Pi: :::; Jf' occurs, or the bad signal and Pi: ~ pb occurs. Hence, 
interest rates are not revealing in scenario S3, with strictly positive frequency, on 
Dr nFnH. 

By Lemma A.l, 

in scenario S3, if interest rates do not reveal the signal, and 

in scenario S3, if interest rates reveal the signal. 
By definition, in all paths of Dr n F, if t ~ f then 

in scenarios Sl and S12 because interest rates reveal the signal to agent 3. There
fore, 

1
lim .!. t& {log (vtrt

+ ) It1<t} > 0 on Dr n F n H. 
n-+oo n t=l rt+1v t 

Define the sequence of random variables {Zt} by 
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This sequence is uniformly bounded because log (VtTt+l) assumes only theV Tt+lt 
values ±log(l + x), ±log(l - x), and zero. By construction, for all t :;;:: 1 and 
l:;;:: 1, E {zt+z!<Jt } O. By Lemma A.4, 

· 11 (at3) l' 1 L 1 (3*v,.,. rr+l )11m og - =lm- t-l og > 0, 'P-a.s., on D t n F n H. 
t->oo t ai t->oo t r=1 v~*r""+l 

However, a~ ~ 1. Hence, 

lim ai = 0, 'P-a.s., on Dt n F n H. 
t->oo 

But F is the set of outcomes for which ai :::; i IS only occurred a finite number 
of times, a contradiction. 

• 
Lemma A.6 (Freedman [11, Prop 4.5]). Let {zt} be a sequence of uniformly 
bounded random variables such that for every t :;;:: 1, E (Zt+1l<Jt) O. Let lit == 
VAR(zt+1l<Jt) where VAR is the variance operator associated with 'P. Then, 

~ zt converges to a finite limit as n ~ 00, P -a.S., on {~v, < 00 } 

and 
n n 

sup LZt 00 and i;ifLZt = -00, 'P-a.s., on {flit = oo}. 
n t=1 t=1 t=1 

Proof of Proposition 3 - (Part 1). By Lemmas A.l and A.5, 

E {lOg (v~:rt+l) I<Jt} = ( > 0 infinitely often. Vrt+lt 

However, 

E {lOg (vtrt+l) I~t} :;;:: 0Vrt+lt 

because agent 1 is informed whenever agent 2 is informed. Therefore, 'P-almost 
surely, 
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By Lemma A.2, 'P-almost surely, 

converges. 

We wish to show that log (~) converges to positive infinity, 'P-almost surely. 

So, suppose not. That is, suppose log (~) converges, with positive probability, 

to minus infinity or to a finite number. 
Let 

Vt THI Vt Tt+l 
ZH1 == log (h) - e{log (h2* )1 }2* ~t. 

Vt Tt+l Vt THI 

Then, {Zt} is a sequence of uniformly bounded random variables such that e {Zt+ll~t} 
O. Moreover, :L:t Zt converges, with positive probability, to minus infinity. This 

contradicts Lemma A.6. Hence, log (~) converges to positive infinity, 'P-almost 

surely. But, af ~ 1. Therefore, at converges to zero, P-almost surely. 
(Part 2). Assume, by contradiction, that, with strictly positive probability, 

interest rates do not reveal the signal infinitely often. Then, by the argument 
given above, both agents 2 and 3 (who only observe the signal when 1 does) 
vanish. So, agent 1 dominates the economy. Therefore, the relative wealth of 
agent 1 will eventually be above i, a contradiction. Therefore, with probability 
one, interest reveal the signal only finitely often and all agents survive. 

• 
A.4. Proof of Proposition 4 

Assume, by contradiction, that a1 converges to 1 - Z on a set A E ~ such that 
'P(A) > O. Then, af converges to 0, on A for all rational k i- j. Thus, 

t-1 (vt* )Llog ~*TT+1 converges to positive infinity on A. 
T=1 VT TT+l 

Since 1 - Z > i 1 a1 is eventually greater than i on A. Hence, except for at 
most finitely many times, 

e{lOg (VCTt+1) ~t} = 0, whenever j is informed, on A. 
Vt THI 
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By Lemma A.l, 


£ {lOg (vert+!) 8't} ~ 0, whenever j is uninformed.
v rt+lt 

Let {Zt} be the sequence of uniformly bounded random variables defined by 

Then, £ {zt+ll8't} = °and Et zt converges, with positive probability, to infinity. 
This contradicts Lemma A.6. 

• 
A.5. Proof of Proposition 5 

(Part 1) Let pb E (0,1) and 7f' E (0,1) be given by 

x
z) and pY == 1 - -(1- z).

Z 

Let {1Jtl be the sequence of random variables defined by 

(, when j is informed but k is not, and either 
the signal is good and pf ~ 7f' occurs, or 

1Jt = the signal is bad and pf ~ pb occurs, 
when k is informed but j is not, 

0, otherwise, 

where ( is defined in (12). We also define 

Since (1- ~(1 z)) cri /k > crkh , {1J,} is a sequence of independent, identi
cally distributed random variables such that 

Moreover, 
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because af ~ 0, pf(b) ~ pb and pf(g) ;:::: (fl. 
By the law of large numbers, P-almost surely, 

t t 

lim inf ~ L <;7 ~ lim inf ~ L 7]t > O. 
7=1 7=1 

By Lemma A.4, P-almost surely, 

liminf 1 log (~) liminf 1 ~log (vf:rt+1) = liminf ~ ~<;7 > O. 
tt at t 7=1 V rt+1 7=1 

However, a{ ~ 1. Therefore, P-almost surely, 

liminflog (~) ~ 00 => lim (~) =00 => ar ~ 0 

(Part 2) Since (1- i(1 z)) ai1k < akfj , {7]t} is a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed random variables such that 

Assume, by contradiction, that a{ converges to 1 - z on a set A E ~ such that 
peA) > O. Then, af converges to 0, on A. Hence, in scenarios that j is informed, 
pf(b) converges to pb and pf(g) converges to (fl on A. However, in the scenarios 
that k is informed, pf(b) converges to 0 and pf(g) converges to 1 on A. Thus, 

E. {(<;t - 7]t)1 ~t-1} converges to zero on A. 

So, 

1 t 


t LE. {(<;7 -7]7)1 ~t-Il-7 0 on A. 

7=1 

By Lemma A.4, and the law of large numbers, 

1 t 1 t 
lim t L <;7 = lim t L 7]7 < 0 on A. 

7=1 7=1 

By Lemma A.4, 

< 0 on A. 
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So, 	

log (1) = ~log (VCrt+1)
at 1'=1 V t rt+l 

converges to minus infinity on A. However, af ~ 1. Hence, ~ converges to zero 
on A, contradiction. 
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